
A unique line of printed diffusers influenced by the 
latest trends in interior design and fashion.



Patterns
The Design Lumenate® patterns draw inspiration from 
the ever-evolving world of design, seamlessly blending 
contemporary trends with timeless elegance. Each 
pattern has been meticulously crafted to capture 
attention and evoke emotions, making them ideal for a 
wide range of settings – from modern corporate offices 
to luxury hospitality environments. 

DL26 Gleam

DL16 Cortica

DL29 Hale

DL25 Celest

DL27 Fluent

DL20 Intertwine

DL30 Roam

DL24 Geo

DL28 Peak

DL18 Medallion



Luminaire P1204 shown with DL30 Roam

Luminaire PT3225L2 shown with DL28 Peak

Luminaire P53012 shown with DL25 Celest



Luminaire P52314 shown with DL10 Surge

Luminaire P53414 shown with DL18 Medallion

Experience the Brillance
•  Artistry Redefined: Each pattern is meticulously curated, 
merging contemporary trends with enduring beauty, 
ensuring an experience that resonates across styles. 

•  Spaces Transformed: From chic corporate sanctuaries 
to opulent hospitality retreats, Lumenate® adapts to your 
vision, immersing spaces in captivating allure. 

•  Tailored to You: Atmospheres with Lumenate® patterns 
will align perfectly with your interior vision, offering an 
array of captivating options. 



Luminaire SP005902As shown with DL29 Hale

Luminaire PT1815L2 shown with DL21 Korie

Luminaire P1204 shown with DL30 Roam



At Lumetta, we craft more than luminaires; we create 
transformative experiences. With a legacy of expertise, 
unwavering innovation, and a dedication to exceeding 
expectations, Lumetta stands at the forefront of 
lighting design. 

Embark on a journey through the Design Lumenate® 
patterns and witness the future of luminous aesthetics. 
Let Lumetta guide you in illuminating spaces with 
unparalleled artistry. Discover the collection on our 
website and breathe life into your spaces with the 
enchantment of light.

For inquiries and project collaborations, reach out to 
info@lumetta.com.

Luminaire P53414L2 shown with DL27 Fluent

"The details are not the details. 
They make the design." - Charles Eames

Explore Today

View additional patterns and 
colorways on our website.
 
To request samples, email 
info@lumetta.com.


